Identification of Global Minima of Back-Propagation Neural Network in the Prediction of Chaotic Motion
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ABSTRACT
Modeling through back-propagation neural network to identify internal dynamics of chaotic motion during the prediction is a challenging task still today. While huge number of contributions is found in the literature. However, real applications of it are rarely visible. Two basic shortcomings have been observed. First optimization of its parameters is an effort and second reaching global minima during training period is a temporal duality. Often these are impractical to achieve. In this study modeling of rainfall data time series (chaos) through back-propagation network is prepared. The parameters are optimized in this application and also obtained global minima. It is found the model reached in its global minima at 900000 epochs. At this point model was finally trained afterward model has shown negative influence. These experimental results are presented in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Chaotic theory has many systems from turbulence, weather, stock market, brain states etc. Chaos theory identifies the behavior of dynamic system which is extremely responsive to their initial condition. Karmakar et al., have found that monsoon data series shows chaotic behavior which is very difficult to predict and forecast due to its chaotic motion. Ghathatchinga et al (1999), Rajeevan et al. (2004), Thapliyal & Rajeevan (2003) have found that the identification of internal dynamics of rainfall for long period are approximately difficult [8].

The artificial neural network (ANN) architecture such as back propagation network (BPN) is widely used by the researcher in their application around the world. Since climate and rainfall are highly nonlinear by its nature so that it is very difficult to predict exactly for chaos forecasting.

The training algorithm of BPN model involves four stages. Initialization the weights, feed forward, Back-propagation error, and updating and biases. During the first stage which is the initialization of weights, some small random values are assigned. During feed forward stage each input unit (x_i) receives an input signal and transmits this signal to each of hidden unit z_i...z_p. Each hidden unit than calculates the activation function and send its z_i output unit. The output unit calculates the activation function to form the response of the net for the given input pattern. During the back-propagation of errors, each output unit compares its computed activation y_k with its target t_k to determine the associated error for that pattern with the unit. Based on the error, the factor \delta_k (k = 1,...,m) is compared and is used to distribute the error at output unit y_k based to all units in the previous layer. Similarly the factor \delta_j (j = 1,...,p) is computed for each hidden unit z_j. During the final stage, the weight and biases are updates using the \delta factor and the activation.

Sivanandam et al., have stated that, In BPN, the weight change is in a direction that is a current gradient and the previous gradient. This approach is beneficial when some training data are very different from a majority of the data. A small learning rate is used to avoid major disruption of the direction of learning when vary unusual pair of training pattern is presented.

The weight update formula for BPN with momentum is, 

\[ w_{jk}(t + 1) = w_{jk}(t) + \alpha \delta_j z_k + \pi [w_{jk}(t) - w_{jk}(t - 1)] \]

\[ v_{jk}(t + 1) = v_{jk}(t) + \alpha \delta_j z_k + \pi [v_{jk}(t) - v_{jk}(t - 1)] \]

\[ \mu \] is called the momentum factor. It ranges from 0<\mu<1

The application procedure for BPN is shown below:

Step 1: Initialize weights (from training algorithm).
Step 2: For each input vector do step 3-5.
Step 3: For i=1...n : set activation of input unit x_i.
Step 4: For j=1...p :

\[ y_{-inj} = v_{oj} + \sum z_i v_{ij} \]

Step 5: For k=1...m

\[ y_{-inj} = w_{oj} + \sum z_i w_{jk} \]

1.1 Global Minima and Local Minima

The Back Propagation algorithm or its variation on multilayered feed forward networks is widely used in many applications. However, network starts to train the neurons the rate of MSE decreases and the lowest MSE point is known as local minima, after the point of local minima MSE increases up to some extent after it again decreases rate of MSE goes lowest as compare to local minima, this point where MSE are minimum is known as global minima, after that rate of MSE increases rapidly. Several researchers have introduced several models to find the point of global minima.

![Fig 2 Global Minima and Local Minima during training process.](image)
The main objective of this research is to find the point where the rate of MSE is too minimum so called global minima, so with the help of BPN model we can vary the value of learning rate and momentum factor, and will find those value of learning rate and momentum factor where the rate of MSE is too minimum. The value of learning rate and momentum factor may vary from 0-1. To identify the optimum value of ‘α’ and ‘µ’, firstly the network is trained with 10^2 epochs under different value of ‘α’ in the close interval 0< α<1 and µ=1. At α=0.7 the convergence of initial weights and minimization of error (i.e., mean square error) process is found appropriate. Afterwards to find optimum value of µ, the network was trained again with α = 0.7(fixed) and with different value of µ in the close interval 0 < µ < 1 for 10^2 epochs. It was observed that the convergence of initial weights and minimization of error was appropriate with α=0.7 and µ=0.9. on this optimum value of α and µ the network was trained successfully from local minima of error=0.00124021666666949 at 10^5 epochs to global minima of error=0.00122414250493303 at 15×10^5 epochs.

2. THE ANN ARCHITECTURE

The artificial neural network is a computational model based on the structure and functions of biological neural network. An ANN can be defined as a highly connected array of elementary processors called Neurons. A widely used model called the BPN. The BPN type ANN consists of one input layer, one or more hidden layers and one output layer. Each layer employs several neurons and each neuron in a layer is connected to the neurons in the adjacent layer with different weights. Signals flow into the input layer, pass through the hidden layers, and arrive at the output layer. With the exception of the input layer, each neuron receives signals from the neurons of the previous layer linearly weighted by the interconnect values between neurons. The neuron produces its own output signal by passing the signal through a sigmoid activation function.

\[
\delta = \frac{x_i + \min (x_j)}{x_i + \max (x_j)}
\]

\[
x_i = \frac{[\min (x_i) - r_i \max (x_i)]}{r_{i-1}}
\]

3. DATA DESCRIPTION AND PROCESSING

It is very difficult to predict the chaotic data time series such as monsoon rainfall. Basu & Andharia (1992) found that the rainfall data time series shows chaotic behavior with its predictors not only to chaotic in nature but also suffer from epochal changes [1]. Sixty years (1951 - 2012) total monsoon rainfall data time series of Ambikapur region in India, which represent chaotic motion is considered for the study. Since BPN system with its transfer function sigmoid is limited to the close intervals 0 and 1 therefore data time series is normalized by using following Equation 1 and used as input to BPN system. Equation 2 is used to de-normalize authentic representation of output (results) in this paper. Data for first 57 years (1951 - 2007) are used for training the BPN and tested for the years 2008 to 2012.

\[
r_i = \frac{x_i + \min (x_j)}{x_i + \max (x_j)}
\]

\[
x_i = \frac{[\min (x_i) - r_i \max (x_i)]}{r_{i-1}}
\]

4. BP SYSTEM

In this study BPN in parametric forecast is illustrated in Figure 1, where in 12 input vectors (x1, x2, ..., x12) in input layer are used to observed SW monsoon rainfall data time series (chaos), 3 neurons in hidden layer (z1, z2, z3) and one neuron (y3) in output unit are used to observe 12-year prediction value. Karmakar et al. (2009, 2012) and Kowar et al. (2013) have found that the mean absolute deviation (MAD) is inversely proportional to number of input vector ‘n’ and 11 < n < 15 is found appropriate. Therefore n =12 has been chosen. 11x23=33 hidden layer weights, 03 output layer weights, 03 hidden layer biases, and 01 output layer bias is used in the system to be trained. And these weights v1’s, w1’s; v2’s; v3; w0; v0, and w0 (total 40) are trained during the training period. It is observed that one hidden layer is sufficient for all types of chaos, while use of two hidden layers rarely improves the model and it may introduce a greater risk of converging to local minima. One of the key causes is that it increases unknown variables (weights and biases) in the network to be trained. Karmakar et al. (2012) and Kowar et al. (2013) identified that the 3 neurons in hidden layer and 11 input vectors provided satisfactory performance of BPN in deterministic forecast. And further increment of neurons in hidden layer is increases MAD between actual and predicted values. The neurons output is obtained as f (x_i) known as transfer function is typically the sigmoid axon given in the following Equation 3.

\[
f(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta x + \eta}}
\]
error (MSE). The training started with initial set of weights and biases between 0 and 1. During the experiments, it was carefully observed that how MSE got optimized regularly after each epoch.

The model acceptance criteria are measured by two statistical identifiers namely: standard deviation (SD) and mean absolute deviation (MAD) given in Equation 6 and 7 respectively with a hypothesis (H). Where ‘H’ is defined as MAD must incredibly less than or at least half of the SD. If H is true, then model can be accepted otherwise not. The performance criterion is measured by correlation coefficient (CC) between actual and model predicted values. To accept and check performance, the model is analyzed during the training period (1951-2007), and testing period (2008-2012).

5. IDENTIFICATION OF LEARNING RATE AND MOMENTUM FACTOR:

To observe the impacts of changes in the value of ‘α’ and ‘µ’ in the BPN model to identify the internal dynamics of chaotic motion, four experiments were performed with different values ‘α’ and ‘µ’ as follows:

1. Experiment 1 (0 < α < 1, µ=1 and 10^5 epochs).
2. Experiment 2 (α = 0.8, 0 < µ< 1 and 10^5 epochs).
3. Experiment 3 (α = 0.8, µ = 0.9, and 5 x 10^5 epochs).
4. Experiment 4 (0 < α< 1, and 10^5 epochs repeatedly for 10 times. Finally, their average MSE is analyzed as depicted in Table 1. From the data obtained from such experiment, convergence of the network has been analyzed. It is found to be lowest for α= 0.1 but it is already proved that the lower ‘α’ leads to slower learning process, thus 0.1 cannot be considered as an appropriate value of ‘α’, because the theory of Rumelhart et al. (1986) does not support this value practically and which also may cause slower learning as well as adverse effect to the results discussed by Sivanandam et al. (2006). Figure 3 demonstrated the graphical representation of the same result given in Table 1.Although in the experiment convergence was found slower (i.e., MSE = 0.0050710 9797 967113) at α= 0.8 as compare to at = 0.1 and 0.2.

5.1 Experiment- 1 (0 <α< 1, and 10^5 epochs)

Trainable weights of the model are initialized by the random values between 0 and 1. Emphasize is given on the impact of ‘α’ ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 in the model during the training period. For each value of ‘α’ the model is trained with 10^5 epochs repeatedly for 10 times. Finally, their average MSE is analyzed as depicted in Table 1. From the data obtained from such experiment, convergence of the network has been analyzed. It is found to be lowest for α= 0.1 but it is already proved that the lower ‘α’ leads to slower learning process, thus 0.1 cannot be considered as an appropriate value of ‘α’, because the theory of Rumelhart et al. (1986) does not support this value practically and which also may cause slower learning as well as adverse effect to the results discussed by Sivanandam et al. (2006). Figure 3 demonstrated the graphical representation of the same result given in Table 1. Although in the experiment convergence was found slower (i.e., MSE = 0.0050710 9797 967113) at α= 0.8 as compared to at = 0.1 and 0.2.

5.2 Experiment-2(α = 0.8, 0 < µ< 1 and 10^5 epochs)

To identify the impact of ‘µ’ on BPN model, the model is trained with optimum value of ‘α’ i.e., 0.8 and different values of ‘µ’ as follows:

1. Experiment 1 (0 < α< 1, µ=1 and 10^5 epochs).
2. Experiment 2 (α = 0.8, 0 < µ< 1 and 10^5 epochs).
3. Experiment 3 (α = 0.8, µ = 0.9, and 5 x 10^5 epochs).
4. Experiment 4 (0 < α< 1, and 10^5 epochs repeatedly for 10 times. Finally, their average MSE is analyzed as depicted in Table 1. From the data obtained from such experiment, convergence of the network has been analyzed. It is found to be lowest for α= 0.1 but it is already proved that the lower ‘α’ leads to slower learning process, thus 0.1 cannot be considered as an appropriate value of ‘α’, because the theory of Rumelhart et al. (1986) does not support this value practically and which also may cause slower learning as well as adverse effect to the results discussed by Sivanandam et al. (2006). Figure 3 demonstrated the graphical representation of the same result given in Table 1. Although in the experiment convergence was found slower (i.e., MSE = 0.0050710 9797 967113) at α= 0.8 as compared to at = 0.1 and 0.2.

5.3 Experiment- 3 (α = 0.8, µ=0.9 and 10^5 epochs)

To evaluate and review the impact of variations in α and against the results of last experiment, the same experimental setup with same data set but with different values of α and µ has been repeated. Here, may cause weight changes to be in a direction that would increase the error. Thus the value of µ= 0.9 is considered as appropriate value for training the model which will accelerate the convergence but avoid the increase in error. The training started with initial set of weights between 0 and 1 as shown in Table 6, i.e., after 15x10^5 epochs the MSE is minimized up to 4.991804268696586E-04 marked as MG (Global minima) and the optimized weights. The training started with initial set of weights between 0 and 1 at point ‘P’ where MSE = 0.00154276535844277. After 15x10^5 epochs the MSE reached its lowest point at 0.0009003214792487 marked as M0, the global minima or maximum trained network point as shown in Table 8 and Figure 6. In the previous literatures various authors have clearly mentioned that attaining such point is almost difficult or temporal nervousness. Interestingly, such point has been achieved in the present study. In this experiment MSE is more minimized than that obtained during experiment 3.

Table 1. Optimized MSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0015427653584427700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.0015426806384285000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.0015416193834172800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>0.0014330470828314100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>0.0012390158682683100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>200000</td>
<td>0.0011858370106757200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>300000</td>
<td>0.0010880326141770200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>400000</td>
<td>0.0010324735045411800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>500000</td>
<td>0.0010364698733853100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

From the above experiments it is found that the training started in experiment 4 with initial set of weights between 0 and 1 at point 'P' where MSE = 0.00154276535844277. After 15x10^5 epochs the MSE reached its lowest point at 0.0009003214792487000 marked as MG, the global minima or maximum trained network point. In the previous literatures various authors have clearly mentioned that attaining such point is almost difficult or temporal nervousness. Interestingly, such point has been achieved in the present study. In this experiment MSE is more minimized than that obtained during experiment 3.

So it is found that in overall experiment, BPN model is sufficient to train the network efficiently.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The identification of internal dynamics of chaotic motion and its prediction for future is very difficult. While BPN model is sufficient to overcome such shortcomings, with a proper selection of appropriate parameters is all most importance and a challenging task. These parameters can be optimized by the theory except ‘α’ and ‘µ’. These two parameters have unusual effects on the performance of BPN model. At the global minima the network was exhibited excellent performance in identification of internal dynamics of chaotic motion and in prediction of future values by past recorded data series.
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